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quiet provincial life, until her eyes met Camille's, a man who's going to turn her .... we had a â€œfarm houseâ€� where we all ... Sandra TOUSSAINT / Claire PROSPERI. 
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Synopsis Clemence, a twenty-five year old young mother, tries to kill time somewhere in the Auvergne, between her two year old daughter, Marie, open-air dances where David, her husband-to-be, plays in a band, and the little jobs she finds to ensure everyday life. Everything seemed perfect in this quiet provincial life, until her eyes met Camille’s, a man who’s going to turn her life upside down. They just shared a few words, even so, one morning, she decided to leave everyone and everything and went in search of him in the middle of Paris. She does not know who he is, his name, where he lives, but cannot help herself. Then she runs through her own life, shared between her very new strong passion and maternal instinct.



Information note from the film maker Through my story called Clemence, I wished the young lady would not be judged by her acts; I sincerely tried to show and let people join in with her enthusiasm and thirst for life. This is the reason why the town, the different places she goes to, the people she meets, are just seen with her own innocent and purely personal womanand-child eyes Progressively, we feel what she feels and finally wonder what we would have done in her place…even if we feel upset, shocked, irritated, in contradiction with our own rules and moral codes, it does not prevent us from being close to her : probably because we all somewhere, at sometime once had that kind of feeling, a similar adventure… And even in these moments we feel that we are losing total control, something strong keeps us going on and on trying to feel more and more…all that makes us feel happy and disturbed at the same time. Nobody can pretend and give any explanation or justification to such passion which just exists and we can not control it. Will it just give us both our best and worst memories. That kind of magic will burn us up but would be worse not to have lived.



-



Franck Buchter –



Principal Actors Filmography Camille



Franck Buchter 2005 : Clémence, de Franck Buchter 2000 : Bad people, bad time, Franck Buchter (director)



Clémence



Magali Sémétys 2005 : Clémence, de Franck Buchter



David



Benjamin Bellecour 2006 : Clémence, de Franck Buchter 2005 : Hell, de Bruno Chiche 2002 : Bon voyage, de Jean-Paul Rappeneau 2001 : Sexy boys, de Stéphane Kazandjian 2000 : Le pornographe, de Bertrand Bonello



Concerning the shooting In order to make the film “Clemence”, Franck Buchter, after having met several film procucers in Paris for two years without any success, decided to go on and work with the only person who trusted him: I mean himself. With determination, he created his own Art’H Productions Company ( that was also in a wink, and everyone laughed about it, since the phonetic of “art’H” is “arrache” and in familiar French also means “just made – urgently - with the few means we have"). All the team was prepared and said they would be paid a minimum, wage, knowing that it was going to be a hard job, working night and day: some of the members kept going all the time, the second group did what they could do, the third part left and came back as they could, when they were free… some of them would have worked free of charge… I want to thank all of them. As a film maker, I just realise, with irony, that “among the technical list of people working on my film, there are 3 film maker assistants, 2 scriptmen, 3 effects men, 5 timekeepers this is the longest list one can have with such a ridiculously small budget! What about the production office and



department,



make



up



and



dressing tests? Thanks to Franck, his apartment provided the solution!” The shooting took place from 14th July until 16th September 2005 and everybody



worked



hard



between



Paris and Clermond Ferrand. “We did not have to pay for any film sets like pubs,



apartments,



restaurants,



castles, bookshops… and also had good fortune to film in the Vichy Halle des Sources, parks and gardens of Paris… the French Train Company allowed us to make free of charge shootings… all the people around here were really willing and very much enjoyed our way of making a film on a very small budget.” Franck explained. On 14th July, all began on a barge moored in front of the Eiffel Tower, so that we could film the fireworks. We made new friends among the policemen who had fun and were stunned to see some crazy guys with movie cameras in the middle of the crowd, and helped us to prevent curious people from being in the foreground. In Paris, we did our best to hide ourselves and the movie cameras among the people and all the shots were made that way.



Clermont-Ferrand & Vichy On the trip from Paris to Clermont-Ferrand, Franck got some ideas for one scene of the film. Philippe Nicolas, the director of photography, who just cannot refuse Franck anything, followed him and they found high tension wires, sunflowers, corn fields, roads … to illustrate the internet message sequence… They were finally 8 hours late in joining the rest of the movie team. In spite of very beautiful weather, the streets



in



Clermont



Ferrand



were



deserted and Philippe said: “I know Clemence, in the story, is supposed to be bored in Clermont…but what about these empty streets, don’t you think that’s too much? Franck answered: “I guess it’s usual on Sundays and I just know this is exactly what we need!” In fact, they were both just happy to have the



natural



and



necessary



external



context for a boring life, much more even than their wildest hopes. All the people living there were just fantastic ; we had a “farm house” where we all could sleep for two weeks; some of them did the cooking, found some film sets, cars, costumes, walk-on-actors…



As the actress, Philippe, the set artist and Franck went to a walk in Vichy, Franck saw a group of people normally coming to Vichy to take the waters, dancing mambo in the Halle des Sources, thanks to a lovely little band… So he decided to change a part of the story, and instead of being a volley ball teacher, David became a musician…



Clemence is a pure french lovers story…



Technical details Distribution list Clémence



Magali SÉMÉTYS



Camille



Franck BUCHTER



David David's mother David's father



Benjamin BELLECOUR Isabelle PETIT-JACQUES Patrick RAYNAL



Juliette



Caroline BOURG



Jean



Laurent SALSAC



Erick



Dominique RENCKEL



Technical list Director



Franck BUCHTER



Script



Franck BUCHTER



Executive producer Post-production manager Photography Sound Sound designer



Dorothée SÉMÉZIS Olivier BÉCHAT Philippe NICOLAS Dominique PAUVROS / Nelly GOURVES Daniel BEZ



Music designer



Claudio GRILLIS



Assistant to the director



Emma DEFINOD



Scriptgirl Clermont-Ferrand / Paris Set designer Costume designer Make-up Clermont-Ferrand / Paris Set manager Clermont-Ferrand/Paris Editor Light calibration



Mathilde BOUTS / Mélanie JULIEN Philippe BARTHÉLÉMY Katia PEREZ Sandra TOUSSAINT / Claire PROSPERI Vincent KALUZA / Richard BAUCHER Linda NAUD Patrick DREYFUS



Music



David OSTENGA / Franck BUCHTER



Casting Clermont-Ferrand / Paris



Maryse COMPAIN / Sonia CASCINO



Production International seller



Art’H Productions Wide Management



information The photographs are available to



http://clemence.lefilm.free.fr



Distribution



Production



CQFD



Art’H Productions



69 rue Jules Watteeuw 59100 Roubaix Tél : 03.20.81.02.14 Fax : 03.20.45.18.11 [email protected] Relations presse [email protected]



21 place de la République 75003 Paris Tél : 01.44.54.96.65 Fax : 01.44.54.96.65 Contact [email protected]
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clemence et le grand parapluie dbid btcbx 
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Le mal de dos que faire 

douleur dos nerf sciatique mal de dos stress douleurs cervicales le matin enceinte 5 mois et mal de dos douleurs cervicales a droite. 5 dpo mal au dos douleur ...
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Le mal de dos chez l'enfant sportif 

O Trauma Ã  haute vitesse. O Enfant 5 ans. O DurÃ©e 4 semaines ... la jonction lombosacrÃ©e, lors des activitÃ©s avec hyper- extension du rachis. Toutefois, mÃªme si ...
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Memoire Engl 

But if this model strongly contributed to growth after the. Second World War, it is .... We note that the buying criteria for durable consumer goods can be ranked by.
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G.Rebours Quatre Fantaisies Engl 

that will be transposed (A - B - F), and generate other phrases. e famous jazz ... newly engraved and on free download. is set was lucky enough to be used as national exam pieces in France, to .... Fast glissando with no specific ending pitch .
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Enceinte 2 mois mal de dos * Maux de dos symptomes 

dos depuis 6 mois, enceinte 2 mois mal au dos, douleurs cervicales dos, mal de dos 2 mois apres accouchement, comment soulager douleur costale, enceinte ...
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Mal de dos ? Relaxez ! 

Vous voulez prescrire un relaxant musculaire par voie orale ? Lisez ce qui suit ! Cet article porte sur le traitement de la lombalgie aiguÃ« non spÃ©cifique par les ...
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dans une galaxie pres de chez vous scenario du film et autres stupidites dbid 2fy 
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PRES ROMANS ETE CESSON.indd 

Page 1. VENDREDI. 22 JUIN. 18H30. PrÃ©sentation de. ROMANS. CESSON. MÃ©diathÃ¨que. George-Sand sor r.grandparissud.fr. PAR SOPHIE QUETTEVILLE.
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vergnet pres generale - IRENA 

Grid Frequency. +. -. Warning. Support to the Grid. 15 min maximum. (~170 A.h). AC/DC. DC/AC. DC/DC. Storage solutions. VERGNET's Storage & Prediction ...
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docs/asm/ASM Pres 
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EH-O-Q01 engl 1 

The container is closed by a metal pin for a manual deployment. The .... 3. Canopy Ribs. Each rib should be examined from nose to tail. ... with the basic concepts of the pro-packing method. ..... Now flap no. 4 and close the container with the.
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MünchenQB-HS DS .fr engl 

Städt. Werner-von-Siemens-Gymnasium-Sportstätte. Quiddestr. 4, 81735 München. 1. Organisateur: Cercle d´Escrime MTV München v. 1879 e.V. Oliver Droege ...
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INFO RL 16.3 engl.2008 

Successfully with RL-16/3. GERMAN National Team â€“ World Champion. Marco PflÃ¼ger. In Team Accuracy at CISM 2004 most successfully classic skydiver in the ...
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52 WeiÃŸer BÃ¤r frz engl 

Banque: Deutsche Bank PGK AG (BLZ:10070024). BIC: DEUT DE DBBER. Titulaire: Fecht-Club Grunewald Berlin e.V.. Ã€ partir de quatre tireurs un arbitre ...
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Com mmuni quÃ© de pres sse - BKW 

oÃ»ts. 'installation. e a regroupÃ© ntrales capacitÃ© tota ntrale combin. W: 200 MW). 224 MW. BKW SA. Media Co. Viktoriap. 3000 Ber. TÃ©l. +41. Fax +4 info@bkw.
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prevenir le mal de dos pour les professionnels de la 

PDF File: Prevenir Le Mal De Dos Pour Les Professionnels De La Petite Enfance 40 ... database,containing new economical parts for many styles of the product.
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MÃ¼nchenQB-HS DS .fr engl 

18 juil. 2012 - arbitres doivent Ãªtre effectuÃ©es sur le site web de la ConfÃ©dÃ©ration. EuropÃ©enne d'Escrime (http://www.eurofencing.info/registration/),. 4.
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le sergent blandan et le combat delmechdoufa pres 

With our online resources, you can find Applied Numerical Methods With Matlab ... Best of all, they are entirely free to find, use and download, so there is no cost ...
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51998 OSR Endura-engl 

Low loss of luminous flux. â€¢ Reliable ignition at tem- ... Electron. Mercury atom. Light. UV radiation. Phosphor. Magnetic field. Ferrite. UV radiation. Elec- trode.
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ER Symb. Engl 

â€œtamboraâ€�, thumb percussion on the string, near the bridge glissando. â€œloopâ€� repeat the boxed musical fragment the left hand fingers touch the strings, but they do ...
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DOS INT 21h - DOS Function Codes 

ECHO. Return: AL = character read. Notes: â—‹ ^C/^Break are checked. â—‹ ^P toggles the DOS-internal echo-to-printer flag. AH. Description. AH. Description. 01.
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